Given a set of snapshots from a temporal network we develop, analyze, and experimentally validate a so-called network interpolation scheme. Our method allows us to build a plausible sequence of graphs that transition between any two given graphs. Importantly, our model is well characterized by a Markov chain, and we leverage this representation to analytically estimate the hitting time (to a predefined distance to the target graph) and long term behavior of our model. These observations also serve to provide interpretation and justification for a rate parameter in our model. Lastly, through a mix of synthetic and real-data experiments we demonstrate that our model builds reasonable trajectories between snapshots, as measured through various graph statistics. In these experiments, we find that our interpolation scheme compares favorably to common network growth models, such as preferential attachment and triadic closure.
INTRODUCTION
Dynamic networks for temporal interactions of complex systems are a pervasive model throughout the sciences [22] . They are used to analyze, for example, interactions in social networks [14, 32] , communication systems [28, 31] , digital currency transactions [27, 42] , and protein-protein interactions [19, 26] . Often, these dynamic datasets are recorded as a sequence of "snapshots" (also called "slices" [38] or "layers" [25] ), where the snapshot represents the network at a single point in time or an aggregation of data over a period of time. A sequence of snapshots is often the fundamental unit of data used to derive methods for dynamic network analysis [3, 12, 18, 20] .
Even if dynamic interactions occur in real time there are a number of reasons why one may only have access to a sequence of snapshots. A principal reason is that data may only be collected at regular intervals. Specifically, such scenarios are common in survey data. For example, sociological studies record social networks of groups at different points in time [9, 15, 36] , and U.S. Census data such as the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) records job movement by surveying households at regular intervals. An online analog to offline surveys is Web crawling. In this scenario, sequences of snapshot networks are recorded from a sequence of crawls that collect network data and are subsequently analyzed for their dynamic structure [4, 33, 37] . In other cases, temporal network data is aggregated upon public release. This happens due to privacy concerns in biomedical data [5, 7] or because the interaction is associated with a regularly-scheduled event, such as coauthorship of a computer science conference paper in a given year [32, 34] .
Independent of the manner in which a sequence of snapshot data is obtained, a natural problem is inferring what happens in the network between the snapshots. Such reverse engineering would enable better real-time data analysis, localization of structural changes in the graph, and understanding of social, financial, or biological dynamics. More generally, we would like to generate a plausible sequence of graphs that take us from one snapshot to the next. Beyond enabling exploration of the network between snapshots, such a process is valuable in the development of test data for streaming algorithms by providing test sets (sequences of graphs) anchored to real data.
A natural first approach to this problem is to appeal to network growth models such as preferential attachment [1, 30] , triadic closure [23, 24] , mixture models [40] , or stochastic actor oriented models [45] . In this setup, one would start with a snapshot and use a network growth model, perhaps with parameters determined by the structure of the next snapshot, as a guess at how the network evolves. However, there is no guarantee that after an appropriate number of steps such growth models will be close in structure to the next snapshot, and indeed we see that this is the case in our experiments outlined in Section 5. Across all of our experiments, the behavior we observe with these models is that when initiated with one snapshot they do not have the same structure of the network at the time of the next snapshot.
Colloquially, employing a growth model looks like using an extrapolation method to try and move from one snapshot to the next -the only considerations are the choice of the parameters in a growth model and the starting snapshot. In contrast, because we have a sequence of snapshots a more apt analogy is to try and build an interpolation strategy. Here we will use both the starting and ending snapshots and explicitly generate a path between them. The present work: Network Interpolation. We propose a temporal network model that, given two sequential snapshots, provides a path of graphs that begins at one snapshot and ends exactly at the next snapshot-i.e., it exactly interpolates the snapshots. More specifically, the model provides a feasible sequence of additions and deletions of edges that transitions between the two snapshots. We stress that a key benefit of our model is that it does not simply interpolate statistics of the snapshots (such as the clustering coefficient). It actually provides a sequence of graphs whose statistics interpolate those of the snapshots.
Of course, absent sufficient additional side information, there could be an infinite number of paths from one graph to next. The same is true in interpolation problems in numerical analysis. Thus, our model is determined by the process through which we build the interpolant. More specifically, our model is based on a Markov chain on graphs. Given a starting graph G and a target graph H , our model makes a sequence of edits to the graph G; at each step, a biased coin determines whether or not we increase or decrease the edit distance between H and G by one, where the bias depends on the current edit distance.
While our model is a Markov chain on the space of all graphs of appropriate size, we can analyze its structure using a much simpler Markov chain on the set of edit distances between the starting and target graphs. This reduces the dimension of the chain from exponential in the number of nodes to quadratic in the size of the starting and target graph. By assuming a flexible parameterized analytic form on the bias in the type of transition (increasing or decreasing edit distance) we are able to provide an analytic expression for the expected hitting time of the Markov chain, thereby characterizing the number of edge additions and deletions needed to reach the target graph. We also theoretically show that the limiting distribution is concentrated around the target graph. Our theory is also validated through numerical experiments.
A further benefit of our model is that it may be adapted beyond just the interpolation setting. Specifically, rather than being asked to explicitly hit the target graph it can also evolve to a graph within a given edit distance of the target graph and then fluctuate around that point. This is useful in several settings. For example, one may assume a given snapshot is noisy and matching it exactly may not be desirable. Alternatively, this process may be used to construct long term trajectories of graphs that fluctuate around a given target. These trajectories, anchored by real world graphs, may then be used in the development and testing of streaming algorithms.
Experimentally, we use our model to analyze a number of synthetic and real-world network snapshot sequences. We show that our model can interpolate between snapshots, while common extrapolatory growth models deviate substantially from the exhibited structure even when we fit growth parameters to the snapshots. One key example is that our network interpolation scheme often maintains clustering between snapshots (as measured by the clustering coefficient), whereas growth models (even ones based on triadic closure) fail to reasonably represent the clustering between snapshots in communication, social, and collaboration networks.
RELATED WORK
Dynamic networks have been studied in the context of social networks, both empirically [29] and theoretically [24] . A closely related idea to our research is so-called "network archaeology, " which reconstructs network histories given a present day snapshot [39, 49] . These methods infer growth model parameters by running growth models in reverse to find likely ancestors of a graph. Our model instead interpolates from one snapshot to the next.
The most relevant models in the literature are "snapshot" models [16, 47] , which consist of probabilistically generated graphs whose parameters (such as edge connection probabilities and vertex labels) vary randomly over a series of discrete time steps. Typically, the number of snapshots is very small compared to the size of the entire graph, whereas the granularity of our method is at a peredge level. The main goal of existing snapshot studies is statistical inference of the model parameters. For example, Bhattacharjee et al. consider a series of independently drawn graphs with a given community structure that exhibits a sudden change and study the statistical estimation of the time of the change [8] . We perform a similar change-point detection experiment in Section 4.
Importantly, snapshot models do not capture the fine-grain changes that take place in a dynamic network. Network data is becoming increasingly available through fine-grain measurements of temporal interactions [13, 22, 35, 43] , and snapshot graphs are designed to capture coarse-grain structure. Also, snapshot models do not yet fully harness temporal structure to identify the emergence of structure in an evolutionary framework. Aldecoa and Marín head toward this direction by proposing a rewiring process from one graph to another as a benchmark for evaluating community detection algorithms [2] . In order to tackle the problem of understanding structure, we need fine-grain models for network evolution.
Another relevant model is the stochastic actor oriented model arising from the sociology literature [45] . Nodes are conceptualized as actors who control their ties to the other actors in the network. Each actor can change ties at time points determined by a Poisson rate function, and there is estimation of a network model for the probability of the actor toggling a tie given snapshots [9] . By contrast, our model processes edges one by one, does not characterize the individual nodes in the network, and operates on a global level.
NETWORK INTERPOLATION MODEL
We now proceed to concretely present and analyze our model for network interpolation based on given starting and target graphs.
Model Description
We conceptually separate the current graph G from a structured target graph H . For example, we could be given two snapshots of a social network and want to build a path between them. Our graph evolution model is in terms of the graph edit distance d between G and H , which is the minimum number of moves (edge or vertex additions or deletions) needed to go from the former graph to the latter. Without loss of generality, we assume that G and H have the same number of vertices, and that moves consist only of edge additions and deletions. At each step, we change G so that
• with probability φ, we do some advancing move that decreases the edit distance d by 1, or • with probability 1 − φ, we do some regressing move that increases the edit distance d by 1. We have freedom in how the advancing and regressing moves are chosen. 1 Advancing moves 1) add an edge that is in H but not G or 2) delete an edge that is in G but not in H . Regressing moves 1) delete an edge in G that is also in H or 2) add an edge to G that is not in H . The simplest model to analyze is when all these possibilities are allowed, and each advancing (resp. regressing) move is chosen uniformly at random from the set of all possible advancing (resp. regressing) moves. However, we may for example wish to disallow adding an edge to G that is not in H . In such a model, we may have outdated edges (edges from the initial graph that are not in H ) but never false edges (edges that are not in the initial graph nor H ).
Another parameter we have control over is how the probability φ varies as a function of the current edit distance to the target. Here we choose it as a sigmoid function of d that is centered at a given distance d t . In the long term this process generates graphs that fluctuate around graphs that are edit distance d t from the target graph and therefore we call d t the target edit distance. We also need to deal with boundary conditions of d = 0 and d = d m , where d m is the maximum possible edit distance. More formally, φ is specified as follows:
• φ is a monotonically increasing function of d.
• φ(0) = 0, φ(d m ) = 1, and φ(d t ) = 1 2 . These properties are realized if we define, for 0
where f is a sigmoid function and s is a rate parameter that controls the hitting time to d t and the spread of distances around d t in the time-averaged limiting distribution. The standard logistic function f (x) = (1+e −x ) −1 makes our model analytically tractable, and we use this function throughout the paper.
Once we have chosen φ, Algorithm 1 compactly summarizes our model. We note that if we want to store the dynamic graph at each step, we can save space by storing a sequence of edge updates to the initial graph. In addition, we do not need to store the set of regressing moves explicitly since they can be inferred from the advancing moves.
if bool then 8: choose randomly from X and update G, X, and Y 9:
choose randomly from Y and update G, X, and Y 12:
end if 14: end while Figure 1 shows how edit distances from the target graph vary over a sequence of steps for various choices of s for Eq. (1). For this figure and the remainder of figures in Section 3.2, the starting graph is a 50-node Erdős-Rényi random graph with edge connection probability 0.5, the target graph is a 50-node stochastic block model divided into two equally sized clusters with in-cluster edge connection probability 0.9 and out-of-cluster edge connection probability 0.1, and the target edit distance d t is equal to 10.
Model Analysis
While our model is a Markov chain on graphs, many interesting properties of our model can be gleaned just by looking at the edit distances at each step of the interpolation. Our model describes a 1D random walk on edit distances {0, . . . , d m }, and this 1D random walk is in fact Markovian provided that an advancing move and a re- advancing and regressing moves are allowed, 2 and our theoretical estimates under this assumption closely match the experiments.
With the Markov assumption, φ(i) describes the transition probability from edit distance i to edit distance i − 1. The transition probability matrix therefore has 1 − φ(i) above the diagonal and φ(i) below the diagonal:
Using this observation we analyze two important properties of our model: the limiting distribution of edit distances from the target graph (Proposition 3.1) and the hitting time to a distance d t from the target graph (Proposition 3.2). We then consider the properties of a random walk on the space of all graphs on n vertices (Proposition 3.3). For clarity of presentation, we defer the proofs of the first two propositions to the appendix. These propositions are also of practical importance for modeling since they quantify the impact of the choice of rate parameter s.
For the propositions, we assume that φ is of the form in (1) with f the standard logistic function. To experimentally validate the propositions, we use the simplest version of the model where each advancing (resp. regressing) move is chosen uniformly at random from the set of all possible advancing (resp. regressing) moves. Time-averaged limiting distribution of edit distances. The Markov chain as described has period 2: the state at any given time step is either an even or an odd distance away from the initial edit distance. Nevertheless, the Markov chain has a time-averaged limiting distribution in the sense that for each state, the proportion of time spent in that state before step n converges as n → ∞ [44] .
The left eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 of the transition probability matrix is represented in unnormalized form as follows:
The time-averaged limiting distribution = { i }
2s Figure 2 shows that the analytic formula reasonably approximates the distribution of edit distances if the distribution of edit distances is not too spread out. Expected hitting time to the target edit distance. The next proposition gives an analytic formula for the expected hitting time: 
In particular, the hitting time is monotonic in s.
If s is small, the terms in (5) decay rapidly and can be accurately approximated with a summation of a few terms. Figure 3 shows that the analytic expression for the hitting time is very close to the empirical average hitting time if enough terms are included in the sum in Eq. (5). This again shows that the Markov model approximates the actual dynamics of edit distances. For the analytic hitting times, we kept terms in the sum larger than machine precision; this gave 9 terms for rate s = 1 and 27 terms for rate s = 10. The random walk on the space of graphs. The previous two results concerned a Markov chain on the space of edit distances, but our model is actually a Markov chain on the space of all possible graphs with a fixed number of vertices. Here we analyze the set of graphs that the model traverses. The exact transition probabilities between the graphs depends on how the "advancing" and "regressing" moves are chosen at each time step, but we can make some general statements. An n-vertex graph G can be viewed as a Histograms of hitting times of an evolution of a random graph to a 2-community target graph. Each histogram corresponds to a rate parameter and is based on 1000 trials. The corresponding analytic hitting times are shown in red lines; the empirical mean hitting times differ from them by less than 0.2%. two graphs is the Hamming distance between their boolean vector representations. Let the ith layer of the hypercube be the set of all graphs that are edit distance i from the target graph: the target graph forms layer 0, the graphs formed by deleting an edge or adding an edge to the target graph forms layer 1, and so on. P 3.3. Suppose that each advancing (resp. regressing) move is chosen uniformly at random from the set of all possible advancing (resp. regressing) moves. Then the time-averaged limiting distribution is uniform on all graphs in the same layer.
Suppose that each advancing (resp. regressing) move is chosen uniformly at random from the set of all possible advancing (resp. regressing) moves, except that no false edges are allowed. Then the timeaveraged limiting distribution is supported on the subgraphs of the target graph and is uniform on all such graphs that are in the same layer.
P
. The Markov chain described in the first part of the statement can be described as follows: for 0 < i < n 2 , each graph in layer i has a probability p i /i of transitioning to each of the i graphs adjacent to it in the next lowest layer, and a probability (1 −p i )/ For the second part, the graphs that contain edges not in the target graph are transient states in the Markov chain, and so in the long term the Markov chain looks like the chain described in the first part but supported on the subgraphs of the target graph.
SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENTS
We now investigate some examples of our model where the target graph is structurally different from the starting graph. This experiment models forensic graph analysis-given structurally distinct starting and target graphs, can we build a sequence of graphs between them that captures the change and subsequently analyze the behavior of that sequence to detect the structural change?
We consider the stochastic block model (SBM) [21] , a widely used model for planted graph clustering. In this model the vertices are divided into clusters and two vertices are independently connected by an edge with probability p if they are in the same cluster and smaller probability q if they are in different clusters. We consider two scenarios where a starting 2-block graph evolves into a target 3-block graph. This allows us to explore how community structure itself affects the graph transition. In the first scenario, one block in the starting 2-block graph splits into 2 equally sized blocks of half the size. In the second scenario, the 3 blocks in the target graph are independently chosen and have no a priori relation to the 2 blocks in the starting graph. We ran both evolutions with s = 1 and target distance 0 and stopped the model as soon as it reached the target graph. (The target distance was 0 and so we stopped when the edit distance was first 0.) We measured the recovery rate (the fraction of nodes correctly classified) over time for the 3 clusters in the target graph using a spectral clustering algorithm [10] . We also measured the subspace distance between the space spanned by eigenvectors associated with the three largest eigenvalues of the symmetrically normalized adjacency matrix at each step and the analogous subspace of the symmetrically normalized matrix of the final target graph. The subspace distance between two subspaces represented by matrices A and B with orthonormal columns is 1 − σ min (A T B) 2 [17] . This measures how well the dominant invariant subspaces of the current and target graph align and therefore if we expect a spectral algorithm to be able to pick up on the structure of the target graph. Figure 4 shows the results of this experiment, and both scenarios display striking behavior. There is a point at which the subspace distance sharply declines, causing the recovery rate to sharply increase. The first scenario requires noticeably less time to detect the graph transition, presumably because the community structure of the target graph is related to the starting graph. Although the experiment is based on synthetic data, it suggests the capabilities of our model to transition from one structure to another, and the availability of algorithms to detect structural changes as they occur.
REAL-DATA EXPERIMENTS
We now interpolate between snapshots of several real-world networks, demonstrating that our model can provide a sensible graph interpolation where graphs and their properties vary "smoothly. " To interpolate between two graphs, we set the first graph to be the starting graph and the second graph to be the target graph. We then set the target edit distance to be 0 and run our dynamic graph model with some specified rate parameter until the target graph is reached. To interpolate between multiple graphs, we do this procedure for the first and second graphs, then the second and third graphs, and so on. We then compare our interpolation with extrapolation methods as described below. Table 1 summarizes the datasets we use.
In our first example, we consider a strictly growing network and compare our interpolation with various extrapolations available from network growth models. For this purpose, we used the first two datasets shown in Table 1 . The first one is based on private messages on a college instant messaging network [41] . The data consists of timestamped edges indicating communication between two individuals. From this, we create a growing dynamic graph based on the accumulation of these messages over time. We took two snapshots: the first snapshot is the empty graph and the second snapshot is the graph of all communications within the first 30 days of the dataset. Figure 5 shows the change in the clustering coefficient in the actual data over time compared with our graph model interpolations and three extrapolation methods. The interpolations are with rates s = 1 and s = 1900; the latter corresponds most closely with the real data. In general, a higher rate parameter increases the expected number of steps in the interpolation (by Proposition 3.2), so it provides a tunable parameter if an estimate of the number of edits taken from one graph to another is known.
The three extrapolations used for Figure 5 come from three network growth models: uniform attachment, Barabási-Albert preferential attachment [6] , and Jackson-Rogers triangle closing [23] . These growth models all start with a small initial graph. In each step, a new node appears and connects to a predefined number of nodes (on average) in the existing network according to a probabilistic distribution on the nodes. We set the parameters in the 
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Interpolation (s = 1) Extrapolation (uniform) Extrapolation (preferential) Extrapolation (triangle closing) Figure 6 : Evolution of the clustering coefficient on the emailEu-core network using interpolation and three extrapolation methods. The horizontal line indicates the clustering coefficient of the final snapshot. Again, our interpolation better and more naturally fits the data (see also Figure 5 ).
models to match approximately the average degree of the target graph. For uniform attachment, we start with a clique on m vertices, and each new node connects to m nodes chosen uniformly at random in the existing graph. For preferential attachment, we start with a clique on m vertices, and each new node connects to m samples of random nodes in the existing graph, chosen with probability proportional to their degree. For both models, we set m = 3. For Jackson-Rogers triangle closing, we start with a clique on some m r +m n +1 vertices. At each step, we pick m r nodes in the existing graph uniformly at random and call them "parent nodes. " The new node connects to each parent node independently with some probability p r . We also pick m n nodes uniformly at random from the parents' immediate neighbors and connect to each of them independently with some probability p n . Here we set m r = 5, p r = 0.5, m n = 1, and p n = 0.5. Figure 5 shows that the uniform and preferential attachment models both display a decaying clustering coefficient, while the triangle closing model displays a stable clustering coefficient as per its design. None of them display the correct qualitative behavior. The reason is that existing methods are extrapolating from a starting graph, which is not appropriate for our task. This further motivates the use of our interpolation model. We repeated our experiments, with similar results, using a European research institution email dataset, which indicates emails exchanged between individuals at the institution [32, 48] . The first snapshot is the empty graph and the second snapshot has 1005 nodes and 25571 edges. Figure 6 shows the change in clustering coefficient for our graph model interpolation with rate 1 and for the three extrapolation methods just described. For uniform and preferential attachment, we set m = 25, and for triangle closing, we set m r = 5, p r = 0.5, m n = 45, and p n = 0.5.
Our second type of real-world data example further shows the potential of our model to produce a feasible interpolation between a series of snapshots. The datasets we used here are the last two in Table 1 . The first dataset consists of 7 snapshots of self-reported friendships between 32 university freshmen in a survey-based experiment [46] . Figure 7 displays the clustering coefficient over time for our interpolation with rate 1 and compares it with the three extrapolation models discussed earlier in this section. Although it is less natural to use extrapolation for non-growing networks, we incorporated a "decaying" component as follows. We select a "new node" in each step of the process uniformly at random. If the number of edges of the graph increased between snapshots, then we proceed as before with the usual extrapolation. If, instead, the number of edges of the graph decreased between snapshots, then from this "new node, " we choose a neighbor to sever connections with. For uniform attachment, we delete a uniformly random neighbor; for preferential attachment, we delete a random neighbor inversely weighted by degree; and for triangle closing, we delete a random neighbor inversely weighted by the number of triangles that the neighbor participates in.
The interpolation and extrapolations in Figure 7 are shown for only one run, but the qualitative behavior across runs is similar. Notably, we observe that our interpolation scheme viably interpolates the snapshots while the growth models fail to do so. For the purposes of verifying consistency across different instances of our interpolation scheme, Figure 8 provides a quartile box plot of the clustering coefficient vs. edit distance for two pairs of sequential snapshots: one where the beginning and ending clustering coefficients are similar, and one where they are not.
We repeated the comparison of interpolation and extrapolation using the DBLP coauthorship dataset [11] , which is a series of 18 graphs detailing the coauthor relationships among the conference proceedings papers on DBLP each year from 2000-2017. To prevent the clustering coefficient from being unduly influenced by outliers, we ignored papers from the dataset with more than 10 authors, and we aggregated the coauthorship data every 2 years (thus producing 9 snapshots). The comparison is shown in Figure 9 .
In this case, the clustering coefficient for the interpolation dips significantly instead of staying roughly linear from one snapshot to another. This is because the edits in the interpolation are done uniformly at random. This presumably does not reflect the dynamics of the actual coauthorship dynamic network, which preserves clustering structure where coauthorship forms cliques in the network. This coauthorship example shows that uniform edits are not a perfect model for describing changes in a network, and more correlated edit rules may be necessary to preserve such a high clustering coefficient. We leave this for future work.
CONCLUSIONS
We developed a model for network interpolation, analyzed quantities of interest, and motivated it using snapshots from experiments. In doing so, we demonstrated significant improvements over extrapolation methods in reconstructing important network statistics of dynamic graphs. We also provided a conceptual understanding of trajectories between graphs in terms of edits and edit distances and opened an area of investigation into the rules that should govern such trajectories.
We emphasize that our model has broad scope: it can be applied to any set of snapshots-real or synthetic-to generate random, plausible sequences of graphs to move from a starting graph to a target graph in a wide variety of domains. This makes our model applicable to generating synthetic streaming datasets with 
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Interpolation Extrapolation (uniform) Extrapolation (preferential) Extrapolation (triangle closing) Figure 9 : Evolution of clustering coefficient in interpolation between 9 snapshots of coauthor relationships. The rate parameter s is 1.
planted structure (including planted partition, planted clique, and planted coloring) as well as other types of emerging structure in real-world networks. It also has the potential to be used for ondemand or "live" data mining platforms. Furthermore, our model is amenable to theoretical analysis and opens up new theoretical directions in temporal network analysis.
A PROOFS FOR RESULTS IN SECTION 3.2 A.1 Proposition 3.1 proof
We can write the entries of recursively:
for 0 ≤ i < d m . From (6), we make two observations. First, if φ is symmetric about d t , then is also. More precisely, if φ(d t + i) = 1 − φ(d t − i) for all i, then
Second, if we iterate (6) k times, we get
− 1 i , so in particular
Now assuming that f is the standard logistic function, we can use properties (7) and (8) 
Going back to (9), we get 
